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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
SPACE PLANNING WORKING GROUP 

 
SPACE AND CAPITAL PLANNING GUIDELINES 

 
Effective January 1, 2017 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Space and Capital Planning Guidelines (Guidelines) describe the University’s principles and 
processes for assigning space to academic and administrative units (Units), undertaking capital 
projects, and acquiring new leased or owned University space. The Guidelines ensure that space 
and capital planning proposals are first and foremost, guided by the University’s academic 
priorities that aim to promote institutional excellence. The Guidelines are applicable to all 
academic and administrative units with responsibility for space in New York and Brooklyn (with 
the exception of space managed by the Medical Center) and global locations (with the exception 
of Abu Dhabi and Shanghai).  
 
The Guidelines describe the role of the Space Planning Working Group (SPWG) and the several 
offices that provide technical, logistical, and programmatic support. They also describe how 
proposals are vetted – against certain principles and standards – before they are reviewed by 
University Leadership and how they must be supported with a capital and operating funding plan 
that is approved before significant design and planning costs are incurred. Lastly, they include 
background information to assist Units in their planning.  
 
The long-term nature of space and capital changes means that advanced and detailed planning is 
essential to successful project realization. Units need to make comprehensive assessments of 
space needs when considering program development and making hiring plans. Also, as part of 
their on-going strategic planning, Units should maintain a ten-year space and capital planning 
framework that identifies probable and potential needs ranging from basic space refreshes to 
expansions and/or relocations connected to program development. Academic units should 
include such frameworks in their annual Strategic Planning Reports.  
 
In addition, all Units must include in their annual budget presentations a near term, multi-year (3 
year minimum) itemization of space planning proposals and capital planning proposals so that 
projects, supported by University Leadership, will be included in the University’s Capital Plan 
presented to the Board of Trustees (BOT) each year. Proposals not included in the Capital Plan 
may not go forward on a Unit’s desired timeline.  
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES  
 
SPACE PLANNING 
 
Proposals for expansion and/or repurposing of space are assessed according to the following 
principles:  
 

§ Space assignments are based on highest and best use according to the University’s 
academic priorities and the location, zoning, and physical profile of the space in question. 
 

§ Space assignments should meet programmatic goals with a space efficient and thoughtful 
design approach on or as close to the projected timeline as possible while maintaining 
cost effectiveness. 

 
§ Space assignments should work toward Unit consolidation or disciplinary co-location. 

 
§ Space assignments should also support larger University-wide priorities including – but 

not limited to - sustainability, academic and student life enhancement, instructional 
advances, etc. 
  

§ Academic units are generally prioritized for assignment in University-owned space 
closest to the core of Washington Square or Brooklyn while administrative units are 
generally prioritized for assignment in leased space.  
 

§ Space assignments should follow prescribed functional metrics for the size of offices, 
workstations, and meeting rooms. For example, planning for offices begins at 120 SF but 
the ultimate size is determined based on functional needs and the highest and best design 
for a particular space. Offices substantially larger than the 120 planning parameter 
require special approval.  

 
§ Project budgets are comprised of Core and Shell and Fit Out scopes. Although the former 

will vary based on technical needs and building conditions, the latter is expected to be 
consistent from project to project within a total project cost range of $450-$550/GSF for 
full renovations. Accordingly, FCM provides architects with minimum performance 
standards and acceptable vendors for finish materials (carpet, lighting, furniture).   

 
§ Instructional rooms should generally be located no more than two floors above or below 

the ground floor.  
 

§ Ground floor spaces are ideally reserved for common shared facilities and functions like 
lounges, computer labs, lecture halls, student support, and retail. 

 
CAPITAL PLANNING 
 
Proposals for renovation of space are assessed according to the following principles: 
 

§ Capital funding is authorized according to the University’s academic priorities and 
facilities needs. 
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§ Capital funding is authorized based on the expenditure level being commensurate with 
established programmatic goals. 

 
§ Capital funding is prioritized for proposals that achieve not only Unit based 

programmatic goals but University wide goals of sustainability, space efficiency, and 
instructional and student life enhancement. 

 
§ Capital funding is prioritized for proposals that seek long term impact. 

 
All space and capital planning proposals commence with the submission of a Memo (Appendix 
IV).  The detailed steps for the review and approval of space and capital planning proposals are 
provided in Appendix II. The graphic below provides a high level road map of the process:  
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COSTS 
 
An essential element in the review of all space planning and capital planning proposals is cost 
efficiency and effectiveness. When developing a proposal, sponsors will need to take account of 
a project’s full capital costs and the resulting operating, which will depend on its location, 
renovation complexity, timing, and scope.   
 

• Renovation Costs – The cost of improvements to space. Projects vary from “move in to 
as-is existing space” at the low end of the cost spectrum vs. gut renovation and new 
construction at the high end. 

 
• Acquisition Costs - The cost of acquiring additional space needs to be funded by the 

Sponsor. 
 

o University Owned Space - A school’s expansion into University owned space 
represents an opportunity cost and therefore has an economic value that can be 
assessed. Typically, the acquisition cost will be equal to the monthly principal and 
interest on a 30 year loan required to finance acquisition with a fixed rate of interest 
equal to the University’s then-prevailing interest rate for internal loans. 

 
o Leased Space - If space is leased on the open market, the Project Sponsor must 

demonstrate the ability to fund not only the operating costs but the full rental cost.   
 

• Domino costs – If a Unit’s timeline for needing space forces another unit to relocate, 
then the Sponsor will be responsible for the cost of renovating the newly assigned space.  

 
• Swing Space costs – Renovation of a space in situ may require a Unit to relocate to 

temporary space. In those circumstances, the carrying costs of swing space (including 
rent if applicable) will be the responsibility of the Sponsor.  
 

• Legal and regulatory fees – Certain spaces require the approval of various city, state, 
and federal agencies (such as the NYC Landmarks Commission, Building Standards and 
Assessment, the Department of Buildings, the National Historic Trust, U.S. Green 
Building Council, etc. All fees are the responsibility of the Sponsor.  
 

• Financing Costs – The cost of obtaining debt are often capitalized as part of the Project 
Budget and, as such, is the responsibility of the Sponsor. 
 

• Operating Costs – Operating costs typically include, in University-owned property, 
allocated costs for cleaning, maintenance, energy, security, insurance, and other allocable 
physical plant-related costs.  In leased space, operating costs typically include lease and 
lease-related costs (such as property tax and insurance), cleaning, energy, and security.  
Debt service payments (principal and interest) for money borrowed to finance capital 
improvements in the space may be part of operating costs in both owned and leased 
properties. 
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OCM is responsible for forecasting costs and for controlling Project Budgets. To do so, 
professional designers, engineers, cost estimators, and construction managers will be engaged to 
develop cost estimates including sufficient contingencies and cost inflators to the projected mid-
point of the anticipated construction period. Included in these budgets are all  soft costs 
(furniture, design fees, IT, and any costs incurred by the University outside the construction 
contract).  
 
Because NYU operates in a very competitive real estate and construction environment in which 
prices are high and often fluid, the Guidelines ensure that there are several stages of budget 
development and assessment during planning. This means that no commitments to move forward 
with a particular scope or project are made until a Project Budget based on actual contract 
pricing is accepted and approved. It should, therefore, be noted that all design, regulatory, and 
legal fees incurred in the planning phases of a project are solely the responsibility of the Sponsor 
regardless of whether the project is executed. 
 
The stages of budget development for capital projects is summarized as follows: 
 

• Planning Cost Range – The first stage of budget development prepared by SAPD is 
based on an order of magnitude assumption regarding the quantity of space to be 
renovated and the Cost/GSF that is, itself, based on a very rough understanding of scope. 
 

• Cost Forecast – The second stage of budget development is prepared by OCM and is 
based on a fuller understanding of scope and the extenuating conditions of a specific 
space informed by internal knowledge.  The Project Definition Sheet (PDS) can be 
developed by either SAPD or OCM – depending on project type. 
 

• Cost Estimate – The third and fourth stages of budget development are prepared after the 
two major design process milestones: Schematic Design and Design Development. The 
external Construction Manager will develop an estimate based on drawings. It is typical 
that the contingency percentage carried in the first instance is higher than the second 
given the greater level of design uncertainty after Schematic Design.  
 

• Project Budget – The final and definitive stage of budget development is based on actual 
bids generated by the Construction Manager after construction drawings are complete 
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FUNDING 
 
The capacity to fund a Proposal does not provide a guarantee that renovation and/or expansion 
projects will be approved.  In addition to programmatic justification, project costs will be 
assessed separate and apart from a Unit’s capacity to fund those costs such that a project that has 
an extraordinary cost basis might not be approved regardless of funding capacity.  
 
SPECIFIC FUNDING SOURCES 
 

1) Existing School/Unit Resources - The strongest funding scenario is when a Sponsor 
demonstrates the capacity to fund capital project costs and incremental facilities 
operating costs within its most recently approved annual operating budget/financial plan. 
Unrestricted designated fund balances may also be proposed as a funding source (capital 
project costs only). 

 
2) Short Term Financing – A Sponsor may apply to the University for short-term 

financing (capital project costs only) when the Sponsor has only a portion of the funding 
available, but holds written pledges or grant commitments for the remainder.  Pledges 
typically should not extend more than 5 years beyond project completion.  The short-term 
financing may be offered in the form of an internal loan to be paid down as pledges or 
grant commitments are received. The Project Sponsor will demonstrate in its financial 
plan the ability to cover debt service on the internal loan and any incremental operating 
costs associated with the project.  

 
3) Long Term Financing – The University has limited borrowing capacity and the ability 

of an individual Sponsor to fund debt service does not add to that borrowing capacity. 
Sponsors, therefore, should not assume that their ability to fund debt is sufficient 
justification for the University to issue more debt.  If a Sponsor proposes to use long-term 
debt financing (capital project costs only), the following guidelines generally apply: 

 
• At least 1/3 of the total project cost is available and will be contributed from 

school/unit existing resources. 
• Written gift pledges or grant commitments can account for at least 1/3 of the total 

project costs.  Short-term financing via an internal loan, as described above, will be 
required. 

• Long-term debt shall not exceed 1/3 of the total project cost.  The University 
generally meets its long-term financing needs through external borrowing. 

• The Sponsor will demonstrate in its financial plan the ability to cover debt service and 
any incremental facilities operating costs associated with the project. 
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PLANNING SUPPORT  
 
SPACE PLANNING WORKING GROUP (SPWG) 
 
SPWG is a joint committee of the offices of the Provost (Provost), Budget and Financial 
Planning (Budget), and Facilities and Construction Management (FCM). (The current SPWG 
membership can be found in Appendix I). 
 
SPWG is advisory to University Leadership (primarily the Executive Vice President for Finance 
and Information Technology and the Provost) who ultimately approves the assignment of space 
and authorizes all major capital projects.  
 
SPWG has two main functions: assess space and capital planning proposals for the purpose of 
making recommendations to University Leadership; and, anticipate on-going space needs for the 
University. The latter is informed by space planning trends (in higher education and in general) 
as well as by the University’s academic priorities. Together, these result in the development of 
overarching strategies for space use, assignment, and design.  
 
UNIVERSITY OFFICES 
 
Space and capital planning, especially in a compressed, high cost environment, is 
complex and necessarily involves consultation with and consideration by a wide 
cross section of internal and external experts.  
 

Strategic Assessment Planning & Design and the Office of Construction Management are 
available to consult with Sponsors providing general advice and assisting with the development 
of Proposals. SAPD will only undertake detailed space planning with direction from SPWG.  To 

assist Sponsors in developing Proposals, we have provided a Space Planning Toolbox in 
Appendix III. 

 
The primary review of proposals are carried out by the following: 
 

§ Office of the Provost (Provost) 
§ Facilities & Construction Management (FCM) 

o Office of Construction Management (OCM) 
o Strategic Assessment, Planning, and Design (SAPD) 

§ Office of Budget and Financial Planning (Budget) 
 
Technical and additional expertise may also be provided by the members of the Project 
Developing Working Group (PDWG) comprised of the following:  

 
§ Sustainability, Energy, and Technical Services (SETS) 
§ NYU Information Technology Services (NYU IT) 
§ Department of Public Safety (DPS)  
§ Office of Real Estate (ORE) 
§ University Relations and Public Affairs (URPA) 
§ University Development and Alumni Affairs (UDAR) 
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APPENDIX I – SPWG MEMBERSHIP (2016-17) 
 
 
Co-Chairs 

Bob Berne, Executive Vice President for Health  
 
Joe Juliano, Vice Provost for Strategic Planning 

 
Members 

David Alonso, Vice President, Facilities & Construction Management 
 

Marlon Aranda, Project Director, Strategic Assessment Planning and Design 
 

Linda Chiarelli, Vice President for Capital Projects and Facilities, Facilities and 
Construction Management 

 
Justin Fusaro, Senior Director, Office of Budget and Financial Planning 

 
Will Haas, Senior Director of Campus Planning, Strategic Assessment Planning and Design 

 
Anthony Jiga, Vice President for Budget and Planning 
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APPENDIX II - SPACE AND CAPITAL PLANNING PROCESS 
 
Proposals fall into two main categories:  
 

§ Space Planning - Proposals involving reassignment, expansion, or major repurposing 
(and renovation) of existing or new space. 1  
 

§ Capital Planning - Proposals involving renovation of existing space for:  
• Projects that are less than $500K  
• Projects that are $500K or more 

 
SPACE PLANNING PROCESS 
When units are studying ways to grow within their space allocation through reconfiguring space 
or beyond their space allocation, they will need to engage the Space Planning Process.  The 
intent is to provide a clear statement of space need including the academic rationale that supports 
the Unit’s strategic goals and a clear statement of the financial capacity to undertake all of the 
associated renovation costs, and additional space charges. Lastly, the process ensures that the 
stated need is justified based on approved program expansion often realized as increased 
headcount.   
 
Overview - From Proposal to Program to Project 
The graphic below illustrates two pathways for planning: straightforward and relatively shorter 
(as represented by the straight path) or iterative and relatively longer (as represented by the 
circular paths). 

 
 
 
The scale and complexity of the Proposal will determine the timeline for assessment and 
decision-making. For example, a fully funded renovation within a Sponsor’s existing space will 
generally have a relatively short decision-making timeline; whereas, a Proposal that requires an 
expansion of space - especially one that requires acquisition of new space and/or involves a 
                                                             
1 It is important to note that academic and administrative units who have assigned space in their inventories 
are not free to repurpose space without review of SPWG and approval by University leadership. A proposal 
that converts an office suite into a meeting facility will require SPWG review not only of the capital funding 
but of the space use as well. 
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domino move – will significantly lengthen the approval timeline not to mention the time needed 
for implementation. Units, therefore, should keep in mind the importance of advance planning as 
the entire process from proposal to delivery of new space may require two years or more.  
 
In Phase 1 – Program Development.  SPWG relies primarily on SAPD and Budget to understand 
the Proposal’s space and financial impacts. This will determine whether to move ahead with 
Program Development during which a Program Statement, a Cost Forecast, and a Financial 
Impact Statement are prepared to understand the financial, space, and logistic parameters under 
which planning may proceed.  
 
In Phase 2 – Project Planning.  SPWG relies primarily on OCM, Budget, and potentially ORE, to 
understand whether the Project can be realized within established parameters and to develop a 
more detailed Cost Forecast based on OCM’s knowledge of the space and SAPD’s knowledge of 
the program needs. 
 
In Phase 3 – Project Implementation, the proposal moves ahead by engaging a design consultant 
who will develop a schematic design based on the approved Program Statement. The schematic 
design will then be used to obtain market pricing and develop the initial Cost Estimate.  For 
Projects of $5.0M or more an SD Cost Estimate is required; for Projects less than $5.0M, the SD 
Cost Estimate is at the discretion of the Sponsor with the understanding that if bids substantially 
exceed the Cost Forecast, then there may be a significant delay to resolve the overage. 
 
SPWG will review each stage of budget development. It is important to note that approval to 
move forward with planning only constitutes approval to continue planning and is not an 
absolute guarantee that the project will be realized especially if later stages of budget 
development exceed earlier stages by substantial amounts. Even if a Unit should be able to afford 
higher costs, SPWG and University Leadership may conclude that such a project is not worth the 
resources required. Please note that University Leadership reserves the right to suspend or 
terminate the project should established financial, design, or logistic parameters be exceeded.  
 
 
Phase 1 Program Development - From Proposal to Program  
 
1.1 Proposal Submission 
 

Sponsors should primarily focus on the merits of the Proposal but also 
include, to the extent possible, detailed data such as program growth 
trends, changed pedagogical or research needs, etc. General statements of 
need, although they may be true, are not considered sufficient justifications 
to assess the merits of the Proposal. 

 
Sponsors (typically, Deans and Vice Presidents) develop Proposals on behalf of the Units under 
their leadership.  
 
Sponsors send Proposals in writing to the Vice President for Budget and Planning and the Vice 
Provost for Strategic Planning outlining the programmatic justification, the nature of the 
Proposal (planning study, expansion, renovation), and all the relevant data (See Appendix IV 
Space and Capital Proposal Memorandum) that will assist SPWG in their review.  
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1.2 SPWG Proposal Review and Program Development Authorization 
 
SPWG’s initial review includes an assessment of how the Proposal fits within the University’s 
academic priorities, whether the space requested is justified by the program’s activity level, and 
how capital and operating costs are to be funded. SPWG may consult directly with the Sponsor 
for further information and/or clarification.  
 
Once the Proposal is reviewed, SPWG will determine through consultation with University 
Leadership whether further study is warranted.  
 

• If further study is warranted,  
o SPWG authorizes SAPD to develop a more detailed scope (space and cost); 

• If further study is not authorized,  
The Proposal is disapproved.  However, a Sponsor may revise the Proposal and resubmit.  

 
1.3 Program Development 
 
SAPD meets with the Sponsor and/or Client Unit to understand programmatic goals, develop 
space needs into a Program Statement (see Appendix V) and develop a Planning Cost Range.  
 

SAPD’s goal in developing Program Statements is to determine - with 
input from the Sponsor and/or Client Unit and applying space planning 
standards – an approximate estimate of space to meet program needs. If 
a specific space has been identified, SAPD will also factor the particular 
characteristics of that space into the Program Statement.  

 
This is the earliest stage of budget development and is based on a rough order of magnitude 
determination using GSF, renovation type, and space type. (Please note that this is insufficient 
information on which to commit to executing a project but the basis on which the project may 
move forward with further planning).  
 
Budget reconciles the Program Statement to the approved Financial Plan.  
 

• Budget determines whether the Program Statement is fiscally justified (i.e, headcount 
requested matches a unit’s approved headcount) and reasonable.  

• The Provost’s Office will work with Budget to determine what, if any, unplanned growth 
may be accommodated in a Program Statement. Several factors will weigh into this 
decision that cannot be codified. In general, the University can provide for reasonable 
levels of unplanned growth but those levels must be balanced against academic 
development in other Units that require space.  

• Budget incorporates the Forecast into a Financial Plan Impact Statement (see Appendix 
VII – Financial Impact Statement) that will include all identified impacts including 
capital spending, debt service, operating expenses (operations and maintenance), leasing 
costs, domino costs, and/or swing space costs as applicable.   

• Budget determines if the Sponsor has the funding capacity to support the Proposal either 
with capital funding or through debt service. It should be noted that debt service capacity 
is determined very carefully by University Leadership with Board approval and can never 
be assumed even if a Unit can fund the debt service levels required.  
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1.4 SPWG Program Statement Review and Approval 
 
SPWG reviews the Program Statement and the Financial Impact Statement with the Sponsor to 
resolve open-ended issues.  
 

• If a specific space assignment has been identified, this is included in the Program 
Statement for approval by University Leadership. 

 
• If a space needs to be acquired, SPWG consults with the Office of Real Estate regarding 

the potential availability of leased space. 2  
 
SPWG reports parameters (space, funding, and logistics) and any special terms and conditions 
along with its recommendation to University Leadership 
 

• If the Program Statement and Financial Impact Statement is approved,   
o SPWG will inform the Sponsor that planning can ensue with a Memorandum of 

Understanding that sets out the financial, design, and logistic parameters (see 
Phase 2); 

 
• If the Program Statement is not approved,  

o SPWG communicates the decision to the Sponsor. The Sponsor may defer or 
revise the Proposal.  

 
 
Phase 2 Plan Development - From Program to Plan 
 
2.1 Project Definition Sheet Development 
 
SAPD works with the Sponsor and other Offices as needed to develop a Project Definition Sheet. 
 

o SAPD reviews the approved Program Statement with the Project Development 
Working Group (PDWG) in order to develop a Project Definition Sheet (see 
Appendix V) that is a more detailed description of scope for a particular space and 
renovation program; 

o PDWG identifies construction scope and risk items; 
o OCM develops a detailed Cost Forecast that breaks out hard costs, soft costs, 

swing space costs, domino costs and permitting costs. 
 

• If the space to meet the program needs to be acquired: 
 

o The EVP for Finance & Technology directs the Office of Real Estate to initiate a 
search working with SAPD on space requirements. No search will be approved 
without a very definite understanding of funding capacity.  

                                                             
2 The acquisition of purchased properties is rarely the result of responding to an individual proposal but is 
more typically pursued as part of an overall space development strategy. If a property purchase is deemed 
relevant to a specific Proposal, then SPWG will consult with the EVP for Finance and Information 
Technology.  
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2.2 SPWG Review and Approval of Project Definition Sheet 
 
SAPD forwards the Project Definition Sheet and Cost Forecast to SPWG for review. 
 

• If the Forecast is less than or equal to the Planning Cost Range,  
o SPWG indicates approval to move forward with design services only; 

 
• If the Forecast exceeds the Planning Cost Range,  

o SPWG may refer back to the Sponsor to reduce scope or identify additional 
funding. In either case, the Proposal will be referred back to University 
Leadership for reconsideration. Depending on the extent of the variance, the 
Proposal may no longer be supported.  
 

SAPD indicates to OCM that they should initiate the capital project with funding sufficient to 
complete the design of the project, establish a capital account in CPACS, and develop a Request 
For Proposal (RFP) for design services (see Phase 3).  SAPD will indicate if project does not 
need to return to SPWG for SD and SD Budget review and approval. 
 
Phase 3 Project Development - From Plan to Project  
 
3.1 Project Initiation & Design Firm Selection 
 
OCM will request project in CPACS and include: 

Project Definition Sheet 
Cost Forecast 
Cash Flow and a verified Chartfield 
SPWG Authorization to proceed with design services. 
 

OCM and Sponsor agree to a list of design firms to solicit and OCM issues the RFP. 
 
Sponsor, OCM, SAPD, and Office of the Provost (in some cases) review design firm responses 
to RFP and make a consensus selection of a minimum of three firms for interview. 
 
The selection of the design firm finalist is based on the firm’s demonstrated ability to meet 
program needs, fee proposal, and agreeing to University contract requirements. 
 
3.2 SPWG Schematic Design and SD Budget Review  
 
The design firm validates the program statement and develops a Schematic Design. 
 
SPWG reviews the Schematic Design to validate that it conforms to design parameters 
established in the Memorandum of Understanding. 
 
Once the Schematic Design is approved, OCM, working with a third party cost estimator (either 
a general contractor or a construction manager), will obtain a SD Cost Estimate, which will 
include all hard costs (construction), soft costs (design and other fees), and contingencies. 
 

• If the SD Estimate is equal to or less than the Cost Forecast, 
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o SPWG will seek University Leadership approval to proceed with full design and 
construction. 

o If approved, OCM will then direct the design firm to continue with the design and 
will request full project funding. 

 
• If the SD Estimate is greater than the Cost Forecast, 

o SPWG will assess the variance and will recommend a course of action to 
University Leadership that may include scope reduction, additional funding, or 
termination of the project.  

o If University Leadership approves the project with modifications, OCM will 
proceed with full design and construction. 

 
CAPITAL PLANNING PROCESS 
For projects that do not require a reallocation of space and below $500k, units may work directly 
with OCM to develop renovation projects.   
 
The proposing unit (Sponsor) should work with OCM to develop a scope of work to be described 
in a Project Definition Sheet (see Appendix V). If the Proposal involves a major repurposing of 
space, the Sponsor should contact SAPD to develop a narrative justification for the change. If 
necessary, the Project Definition Sheet will be reviewed by PDWG to identify potential 
extenuating scope items so that a cost estimate can be developed. 
 
If the cost estimate is less than $500K – 
The proposal does not require SPWG review and can be included in the Unit’s annual Budget 
Presentation for University Leadership review at that time.  OCM will typically develop a 
Project Definition Sheet to document the scope of work and internal space impacts. 
 
If the cost estimate is $500K or more – 
The Sponsor will prepare a Space and Capital Proposal Memo (Appendix IV) to support the 
Proposal addressed to the Vice President of Budget and Planning and the Vice Provost of 
Strategic Planning. The memo is to be accompanied by an SAPD prepared Project Definition 
Sheet. 
 
The Sponsor will work with the Budget Office to develop a Financial Impact Statement (See 
Appendix VII).  
 
SPWG will review the Space and Capital Proposal Memo, the Project Definition Sheet, and the 
Financial Impact Statement. If there is no need for clarifications, SPWG will make its 
recommendation to University Leadership and communicate the decision to the Dean or Vice 
President as appropriate. 
 
If the Proposal is endorsed to move forward with planning, it can then be included in the Unit’s 
annual Budget Presentation and eventually in the University’s Capital Plan. 
 
Once the project is included in the BOT approved Capital Plan, the project can move forward 
contingent on it remaining within established financial, space, and logistic parameters.  
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APPENDIX III – SPACE PLANNING TOOLBOX 
 
Space Metrics 
 
ASF (Assignable Square Footage) 
 
The sum of all programmable or occupied areas, excluding non-assignable square footages (for 
example, bathrooms, mechanical rooms, stairways), interior partition thicknesses, and circulation 
(public or private).  

 
IGSF (Interior Gross Square Footage) 
 
The sum of all areas including non-assignable square footages (for example, bathrooms, 
mechanical rooms, stairways), interior partition thicknesses, and circulation.  
 
GSF (Gross Square Footage) 
 
The sum of all assignable and non-assignable square footages including exterior wall thicknesses 
– on a specific floor. As a general planning parameter, assume GSF = ASF X 2.  

 
 RSF (Rentable Square Footage)  
 
Mark-up of GSF (average of 20% but as high as 30%) to which rental rates are applied in 
determining annual rent. 
 
Cost Metrics  
 
Renovation Cost Metrics (2016-17) 
The following cost metrics are provided by FCM to help guide fiscal officers in their initial 
thinking regarding the affordability of potential projects. Actual costs depend on specific scopes 
of work and market conditions.  
 

o $ 50 - $100/GSF for cosmetic touch ups (furniture, paint, carpet).  
o $200 - $300/GSF for refresh involving minimal drywall, lighting, paint, carpet, furniture)  
o $450 - $550/GSF for office renovation (with maintaining existing infrastructure). Range 

reflects difference between large-scale and small-scale projects.  
o $550 - $950/GSF for office renovation with new infrastructure.  
o $900-$1,400/GSF for more technical spaces such as science labs, performance spaces, 

etc., that require more involved infrastructure systems. 
 

Average Leasing Costs 
 

o $60 - $70 RSF/Annum NYC – Manhattan South  
o $30 - $50 RSF/Annum Brooklyn Metrotech 

 
Operating Cost Metrics (2016-17 Levels) 
 

o $26/GSF for office and general purpose space 
o $37/GSF for specialty space such as science research and teaching labs 
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Glossary 
 
Unit – The academic or administrative unit that is the beneficiary of the Proposal 
 
Proposal – A request to expand and/or renovate space. 
 
Project Sponsor – Dean or Vice President (or directors of academic units reporting to the 
Provost) who are authorized to make Proposals on behalf of their school or divisions. 
 
Program Statement – Narrative justification and numerical summary of space needs by type of 
space (private, shared, support) and average size of each space category in order to estimate total 
GSF needs.  
 
Project Definition Sheet – Summary of project details including a description of the renovation 
program and scope, projects risks, project budget parameters, project funding plan, schedule, 
code and zoning issues, etc.   
 
Hard Costs – NYU generally defines “hard costs” as those directly related to physical 
construction carried out by a general contractor or a construction manager typically including 
labor and materials for building infrastructure, exterior work, and interior enclosures. 
 
Soft Costs – NYU generally defines “soft costs”, in contrast to hard costs, as those not directly 
related to physical construction typically including architectural and engineering fees, moving 
expenses, abatement, legal expenses, filing fees, as well as furniture and equipment.  
 
Project Costs –The sum of hard and soft costs.  Unless otherwise noted, project costs 
typically exclude inflationary price escalation, financing, and associated domino costs but do 
include swing costs. 
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APPENDIX IV –- SPACE OR CAPITAL PROPOSAL MEMO TEMPLATE 
 
Proposals should be addressed to the Vice President for Budget and Planning and the Vice 
Provost for Strategic Planning and include, as part of its narrative description, the following: 
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APPENDIX VII – PROJECT DEFINITION SHEET
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